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ABSTRACT: We have synthesized a series of asymmetric pentacene-tetracene heterodimers with a variable-length conjugated bridge that undergo fast and efficient intramolecular singlet fission (iSF). These compounds have distinct singlet and triplet energies, which allow us to study the spatial dynamics of excitons during the iSF process, including the significant role of exciton correlations in promoting triplet pair generation and recombination. We demonstrate that the primary photoexcitations in conjugated dimers are delocalized singlets that enable fast and efficient iSF. However, in these asymmetric dimers, the singlet becomes more localized on the lower energy unit as the length of the bridge is increased, slowing down iSF relative to analogous symmetric dimers. We resolve the recombination kinetics of the inequivalent triplets produced via iSF, and find that they primarily decay via concerted processes. By identifying different decay channels, including delayed fluorescence via triplet-triplet annihilation, we can separate transient species corresponding to both correlated triplet pairs and uncorrelated triplets. Recombination of the triplet pair proceeds rapidly despite our experimental and theoretical demonstration that individual triplets are highly localized and unable to be transported across the conjugated linker. In this class of compounds, the rate of formation and yield of uncorrelated triplets increases with bridge length. Overall, these constrained, asymmetric systems provide a unique platform to isolate and study transient species essential for singlet fission, which are otherwise difficult to observe in symmetric dimers or condensed phases.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple exciton generation from a single photon has tremendous potential for technological applications and has generated wide interest in organic singlet exciton fission (SF) compounds.1-9 A few basic requirements for SF have been developed from advanced theoretical and spectroscopic studies of molecular crystals, which can be used to set the foundation for materials design and fuel the development of next generation devices.10-22 For example, it has been well established that materials only undergo singlet fission when strong interchromophore electronic interactions are present, extending the spatial distribution of the singlet state over neighboring molecules.23-25 Additionally, the materials must meet the energy conservation requirement – the singlet state must be greater than or equal to the triplet pair state.2 Furthermore, it is understood that in molecular crystals, uncorrelated triplets rapidly form at room temperature from a multiexciton state and diffuse apart, though non-geminate triplet-triplet annihilation can repopulate the singlet state when the energetics of the system permits it.12-53-55

While the initial and final states of SF have been widely studied, details of the dynamics that occur during singlet fission, e.g., between the singlet and correlated multiexciton (triplet pair) state, have been more difficult to discern. This uncertainty has stemmed from both the short lifetime of the correlated state in condensed phase systems and the similarity of the correlated and uncorrelated triplet pair spectral signatures.18,32-34 These issues have led to the development of artificial systems designed to isolate exciton correlations, by either slowing down the dynamics of singlet fission, using high concentration solutions for example, or by introducing distinct spectral signatures for singlet fission, as in doped single-crystals.35-37 Still, there is a lack of a comprehensive understanding of the correlated triplet pair exciton, including a detailed understanding of its formation and decay dynamics.

The recent discovery of efficient intramolecular singlet fission (iSF) materials based on molecular dimers and polymers has expanded the quantity and variety of materials that undergo singlet fission.9,38-42 They also offer a unique platform to study the dynamical evolution of multiexciton states since the system can be constrained such that exactly two triplet sites exist on the molecule. This restriction prevents separation via diffusion, ensuring that all bimolecular recombination processes are geminate. Therefore, this system allows us to identify distinct dynamical processes attributable to a triplet pair. Furthermore, in oligoacene dimers, we can systematically tune the interchromophore interactions, e.g., their proximity, connectivity, or planarity to dramatically modify the triplet pair generation and recombination kinetics.41-43

Here, we take advantage of differences in the optical characteristics between tetracene and pentacene to study the exciton dynamics or iSF in a family of pentacene-tetracene heterodimers (Figure 1). The asymmetry of these dimers results from inequivalent singlet and triplet energies in the parent monomers, yielding distinct spectral features associated with excitation of the individual chromophores in the dimer.33 Critically, this allows us to
monitor directly the spatial dynamics of the singlet exciton, as well as both the triplet pair states produced via singlet fission and the individual triplet states populated via sensitization. By varying the bridge length in the dimer, we can directly show how interchromophore separation affects the triplet formation and relaxation processes.

**Figure 1.** (Top) Representation of the absorption spectra of pentacene (purple) and tetracene (green) chromophores, along with their summed absorption (black line). (Middle) Depiction of the competing paths for intramolecular singlet fission based on localized (left) and delocalized (right) singlet states. Asymmetric dimers allow us to demonstrate the delocalization of the singlet exciton in iSF compounds. (Bottom) The product of singlet fission is a triplet pair, with one triplet localized on each chromophore.

The spatial resolution provided by asymmetric dimers is critical for understanding singlet fission, including the role of exciton correlations. For example, while varying the connectivity in pentacene dimers has yielded valuable information about the kinetics of iSF, there is still considerable debate surrounding the role of singlet exciton delocalization in promoting singlet fission. The understanding of the nature of the photoexcited singlet is of particular interest because it has been suggested that delocalization may be important for promoting rapid singlet fission, and dimers are an ideal model system to further examine this possibility. In a study on ethynylbenzene-separated dimers, the authors propose that the initial photoexcited singlet is localized on one of the two pentacenes in the dimer (P*P). From the time-resolved transient absorption spectra, an apparent rise of the bleach during singlet fission is reported, which is interpreted as fission from a highly localized singlet state, in contrast to what is observed in condensed phase systems. On the other hand, two other studies, including our own, report pentacene dimers in which the singlet exciton is initially distributed over both monomers ([PP]*) and demonstrate that overlapping excited state absorption signals associated with the singlet can complicate the single-wavelength kinetics. These two competing mechanisms are shown schematically in Figure 1 for the asymmetric pentacene-tetracene (PT) dimers studied here.

Here, we use the term delocalized singlet to describe the situation in which the optically bright state is a linear combination of two locally excited states: [PT]* = [aPT* + bP*T]. This picture of a linear combination of locally excited configurations is an example of the mixing of alternatives that is familiar to organic chemistry as the interaction of valence-bond resonance structures. As Pauling originally described, the closer in energy the two alternative structures are, the more important the mixing; in bipentacenes the two alternatives are degenerate while in the present case the two, PT* and P*T, are energetically distinct, albeit nearly degenerate. This picture of locally excited monomer state mixing is supported by multireference electronic structure calculations on both non-covalent and covalent pentacene dimers and by the experimental absorption spectra of bipentacene and pentacene-tetracene heterodimers (Figure 2), in which the monomer and dimer singlet energies differ by only ~30 meV. Since there is no systematic dependence on spacer length, the effects are likely related to a change in the effective dielectric screening due to the proximity of an additional chromophore and its associated solubilizing groups. We note that this "delocalization" is what Pauling referred to as resonance delocalization, and it should not be confused with simple orbital delocalization that results in a particle-in-a-box picture. The latter would dramatically shift the energy of the dimer relative to the monomer, the former yields comparatively minor energy consequences. Throughout this manuscript, we use the term delocalization to refer to this resonance delocalization: the linear combination of locally excited states on either the pentacene or tetracene monomer.

The distinct pentacene and tetracene absorption features provide a clear test of a delocalized singlet, in which case an instantaneous bleach of the tetracene spectral features would result when pumping lower energy pentacene absorption features. In contrast to bipentacene dimers, this method is direct and does not rely on resolving complex overlapping transient signals. Similarly, the distinguishability of the individual components in PT allows for direct study of their dynamical evolution, which is not possible in symmetric molecules. This includes the ability to differentiate between concerted and sequential triplet pair decay.

Here, we address these fundamental, unanswered questions by unambiguously characterizing the intrinsic
excited state dynamics, from triplet pair formation and recombination, with exquisite spatial and spectral resolution. We use a series of PT heterodimers containing phenylene spacers between the chromophores to show that the photogenerated singlets are delocalized over both monomers ([PT]*) and that triplet pair formation depends, to some extent, on the extent of singlet delocalization. Furthermore, our study indicates that ISF primarily yields correlated triplet pairs, which exhibit concerted decay processes. This includes a triplet-triplet annihilation process that results in delayed fluorescence, but also a non-radiative internal conversion mechanism, which is distinct from individual triplet decay processes. These decay processes occur rapidly despite the fact that individual triplets are not able to diffuse across the bridge, as determined via triplet sensitization experiments. In bridged compounds, a minority population of uncorrelated triplets are formed with a yield that increases with bridge length.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis

In order to investigate singlet fission in heterodimers, the pentacene-tetracene heterodimers shown in Figure 2 were synthesized via a modular Suzuki coupling strategy that we have adopted for the coupling of various acene building blocks (SI for details). The compounds are labeled as PTn, where P refers to pentacene, T refers to tetracene, and n refers to the number of phenylene spacers in the linker series, where n = 0, 1, 2. The inclusion of tris(isopropylsilyl)acetylene (TIPS) groups renders these heterodimers soluble and stable in solution.

Absorption Features

The steady state absorption of the PTn heterodimers shows the characteristic absorption features of both monomers, with the prominent low-energy TIPS-pentacene peak at ~660 nm and the tetracene peak at ~550 nm (Figure 2). The relative intensity of the pentacene and tetracene features in the heterodimer spectrum varies among the different compounds, but not systematically with spacer length. Compared to our model absorption (direct sum of monomers) in Figure 1, we observe a small redshift relative to the monomer of both pentacene and tetracene features. The high energy feature observed in PT0 is similar to BP0, our previously reported bipentacene, shifted by ~40 nm. This feature is specific to directly linked dimers, and does not correspond to a peak in the parent monomers.41

Singlet Delocalization and Exciton Fission

Figure 2. Chemical structure (top) and steady-state absorption spectra (bottom) of the PT0, PT1, and PT2 compounds (n=0, 1 or 2) along with TIPS-tetracene and TIPS-pentacene. Absorption spectra are taken in chloroform and normalized at the lowest energy absorption feature.

Figure 3. Transient absorption spectra of PT0, PT1 and PT2 (left to right), excited at 545 nm (~25 μJ/cm²) in chloroform. The most prominent singlet (dot dash) and triplet (dash) excited state absorption features are outlined for clarity.
We use broadband transient absorption spectroscopy to understand the exciton dynamics in these molecules. Qualitatively, the dynamics of PTn compounds are similar to those observed in their bipentacene analogs (here referred to as BPn, with n similarly representing the number of phenylene spacers), with a photoexcited singlet exciton rapidly decaying into a triplet pair in dilute solution, consistent with iSF (Figure 3). The assignment of the singlet and triplet states is accomplished similar to previous work from our group and others for pentacene dimers. A brief but thorough discussion of the assignments is found below, with a more extensive discussion in the SI. We assign the singlet excited state absorption features using the correspondence of their temporal decay to the prompt fluorescence signal. We assign the triplet excited state absorption features by comparing the transient spectra of the triplet pair (generated by direct photexcitation followed by singlet fission) to an individual triplet generated by sensitization. Furthermore, we find that the triplet spectra in these compounds are nearly identical to those in symmetric bipentacene dimers, due to the much large extinction coefficient of a pentacene triplet relative to a tetracene triplet. Finally, we note that the dynamics are concentration independent, ruling out excimer-type singlet deactivation processes (SI).

In contrast to homodimers, the compounds have two unique ground state bleach signals associated with tetracene (~550 nm) and pentacene (~660 nm) that can be used to track the relative occupation of excitons on each chromophore. Features associated with the triplet pair produced by iSF are dominated by the pentacene $T_1 \rightarrow T_0$ triplet excited state absorption (500 - 520 nm, dash line in Figure 3) due to the much larger triplet absorption cross-section of TIPS-pentacene relative to TIPS-tetracene. As observed in homodimers, the singlet fission rate slows down with increasing chromophore separation (larger number of phenyl ring spacers), with time constants of 0.83 ps, 18.3 ps, and 640 ps for PT0, PT1, and PT2, respectively. There is no indication of a parasitic process that would affect the iSF yield. In other words, the rates of singlet decay and triplet formation are directly correlated, and the yields are determined only by the kinetic competition between iSF and the intrinsic monomer decay processes (~13 ns).35-39,41-53

We find that delocalized singlet excitons are essential for fast and efficient singlet fission. In PTn, the photoexcited singlet exciton contains a signature of both the tetracene and pentacene ground state bleach, even when selectively pumping the absorption features associated with the pentacene monomer. This can be clearly seen by inspection of Figure 4a (top panel), which shows the isolated transient spectra corresponding to the singlet, solved by global analysis methods (SI). Here, a pump pulse at 600 nm, resonant with a vibrationally excited $S_1$ state of pentacene, results in an impulsive bleach of tetracene absorption features at 550 nm. Indistinguishable SF dynamics are observed for direct resonant pumping of the pentacene absorption at 660 nm (SI). The bleach of both chromophores implies a singlet exciton that is delocalized to some extent over the whole molecule.

Interestingly, in PT1 and PT2 (Figure 4a), the relative magnitude of the tetracene bleach is reduced when selectively pumping pentacene-associated absorption features as the spacer length is increased. The reduced contribution of the tetracene ground state bleach signals suggests that the singlet wavefunction contains a larger relative fraction of a localized pentacene excitation. This conclusion is supported by density functional theory calculations (SI) of the LUMO of these molecules as a function of linker length. While more sophisticated electronic structure methods are necessary to accurately describe the electron correlations these molecules, these calculations illustrate the general trend that the singlet wavefunction starts to resemble a localized pentacene excitation as the length of the bridge increases. Because the pentacene monomer has a smaller singlet energy than tetracene, it is reasonable to expect some preference of the singlet exciton for the pentacene subunit as the electronic coupling is reduced. Following iSF, the isolated triplet pair spectra show the prominent ground state bleach features of pentacene and tetracene in similar magnitude (bottom panel in Figure 4a), as is expected for a triplet pair state with one triplet on each chromophore.

Exciting PT1 (SI) or PT2 (Figure 4b) with a 545 nm pump pulse that is resonant with the tetracene component results in a hot singlet state, which shows an enhanced tetracene ground state bleach signal. The hot singlet state cools rapidly with time constants of ~1 ps in PT1 and ~12 ps in PT2 to a state nearly identical to the singlet populated under pentacene resonant pumping conditions. During cooling, the relative intensity of the pentacene ground state bleach increases relative to the tetracene ground state bleach features. As cooling in each molecule is much faster than the corresponding overall singlet lifetime, the population and subsequent cooling of this hot exciton has a negligible effect on the overall iSF time constant (~19 ps in PT1 and ~600 ps in PT2 with 545 nm pump).

The experimentally observed trend towards a more localized singlet (reduced tetracene ground state bleach signal) as the spacer length increases may have relevance to the observed SF rates. Similar SF rates are observed for PT0 and PT1 as compared to BP0 and BP1, respectively. However, in PT2, singlet fission is considerably slower (640 ps time constant) than BP2 (220 ps time constant). Using a similar electronic structure calculation for symmetric BPn as for PTn compounds, we find that the degeneracy of the monomers results in a more delocalized singlet for similar linker lengths. This result suggests that singlet exciton delocalization may be an important or even essential design principle for iSF.
Figure 4. (a) Singlet and triplet pair excited absorption spectra from global analysis show that both the pentacene (purple dashed line) and tetracene (green dashed line) ground state bleach are present before (in unequal proportions) and after iSF (in similar proportions) when selectively pumping the low energy pentacene absorption features. (b) When a tetracene absorption peak is resonantly excited, an additional hot exciton state is observed that cools in 12.5 ps. This relaxed singlet state is nearly identical to the state observed when resonantly pumping pentacene, and subsequently undergoes iSF.

Sensitized Triplet Dynamics

The asymmetric oligoacene dimers also allow us to track the different recombination processes associated with the two inequivalent triplet sites. To this end, we utilize sensitization experiments, in which pentacene and tetracene triplets are individually populated via collisional transfer from a triplet donor (anthracene) in excess concentration (SI). Because anthracene can transfer an individual triplet to pentacene or tetracene with similar probability, we observe a roughly even mixture of pentacene and tetracene triplets after sensitization, as evidenced by the similar ground state bleach magnitudes for pentacene and tetracene (Figure 5).

We find that the triplets are not mobile, but instead remain localized on one half of the dimer. These localized, individual triplets decay with different time constants depending on whether the tetracene or pentacene sub-units are populated. Interestingly, we do not observe triplet transfer within a single heterodimer, e.g., from the higher energy tetracene triplet state to the lower energy pentacene triplet. This process would result in the exclusive population of pentacene triplets at later times. However, we observe the continued presence of both pentacene and tetracene ground state bleach signals at very long timescales. In fact, at long times, the tetracene ground state bleach actually increases relative to the pentacene ground state bleach (Figure 5) because tetracene triplets exhibit longer triplet lifetimes than pentacene triplets (SI) in agreement with the energy gap law. These decay dynamics indicate that both inter- and intramolecular triplet transport from tetracene to pentacene is slow compared to recombination. Presumably, the lack of triplet energy transfer is due to the minimal wave function overlap between the pentacene and tetracene triplet, which are both highly localized due to favorable exchange energy interactions, precluding Dexter energy transfer (further details in SI).

Figure 5. Representative sensitization data showing similar weights of GSB on pentacene and tetracene, and the lack of triplet transfer, even at long times.

Electronic Correlations in Triplet Pairs

Since the ensemble of molecules contains an even population distribution of \( T \); in both pentacene and tetracene upon singlet fission (direct photoexcitation), we can directly compare the differential absorption of triplet pairs to single triplets generated by photosensitization and probe differences related to electronic interactions in
triplet pairs. In contrast to sensitization experiments, where roughly half the triplet excitons reside on a pentacene monomer and half reside on a tetracene monomer, the product of isF is one pentacene and one tetracene triplet on the same molecule. While differences would be apparent in individual molecules populated with an individual triplet or triplet pair, the ensembles averages are similar, showing both pentacene and tetracene optical features (Figure 6a,b). Similar to our previous work on BPn°, we observe the convergence of the individual triplet spectrum (mixture of individual pentacene and individual tetracene triplets) and that of the triplet pair as the phenylene bridges are introduced to spatially separate the triplets.

We stress that despite the convergence of the photoexcitation and photosensitization transient spectra in the bridged compounds, the recombination of the triplet pair and isolated triplet remain quite distinct (Figure 6c), indicating a correlated triplet pair (multiexciton) state. Here, we denote a correlated triplet pair as M(TT) where M is the appropriate multiplicity (e.g., M = 1 for a net singlet) in contrast to an individual triplet denoted as T. For example, the primary decay components of the triplet pair in PT0, PT1, and PT2 are 2.4, ns, 36 ns, and 45 ns, respectively, while individual triplets populated by sensitization in these systems decay in tens of microseconds (Figure 6d). The time scales associated with triplet pair decay are summarized in Table 1. In transient absorption, a weaker secondary component with a longer lifetime is observed in the triplet pair decay kinetics of PT1 and PT2. This feature is discussed in detail below. Unlike the sensitized individual triplet decay, the transient spectra as a function of time do not evolve and show the same relative spectral weight for tetracene and pentacene features as a function of time (SI). Our ability to spectrally resolve concerted triplet pair decay in heterodimers allows us to explain a similar effect that was observed in symmetric dimers, where triplet pair lifetimes are orders of magnitude shorter than sensitized triplet lifetimes.

In these heterodimers, the presence of a delayed fluorescence signal allows us to further differentiate between signals originating from correlated triplet pairs and uncorrelated triplets. In our PTn compounds, correlated triplet pairs are nearly isoenergetic to the singlet, and as a result, population transfer between the singlet and triplet manifolds (Figure 7a) can occur if angular momentum conservation is satisfied. Since the triplet pairs produced by iSF are correlated into an overall singlet, (TT), facile coupling back to the singlet exciton via a quasi-first order process state results in a long-lived delayed fluorescence signal. The effect of this delayed fluorescence signal can be clearly seen in measurements of the photoluminescence quantum yield (Figure 7b). In contrast to analogous BPn compounds, where no delayed fluorescence is observed due to unfavorable energetics, the emission from these molecules is quite strong, with the PT2 quantum yield reaching 20% of monomeric TIPS-pentacene.

We have measured the delayed fluorescence of the correlated triplet pair using photon-counting techniques (Figure 7c). The emission lifetimes for delayed fluorescence are identical to the primary decay component of the triplet pair lifetime as measured using nanosecond transient absorption, confirming our assignment of the state to (TT), a triplet pair that is correlated into an overall singlet. Electronic correlations in the spatially constrained triplet pair make the observed triplet-triplet annihilation process quasi-first order, in contrast to second order non-geminate diffusional annihilation in molecular crystals. The longer microsecond timescale component in transient absorption measurements of the PT1 and PT2 compounds with, ~5% and 20% of the total amplitude, respectively, is not present in the measurements of the fluorescence decays. As such, we assign these signals to a minority population of dark triplets, which can no longer couple back to the singlet manifold, that form in PT1 and PT2 due to an additional slow relaxation process. These species are either triplet pairs with non-singlet spin multiplicity, i.e., (TT) or (TT), or fully localized, independent triplets (x T). The small population of uncorrelated triplets makes it difficult to determine their exact nature and decay dynamics using optical techniques alone. A more rigorous determination of their spin properties is necessary and is underway in our group.

From the evidence described above, we conclude that correlations exist during the primary (faster) decay component of the triplet pair. To summarize, this is based on 1) the concerted decay of features corresponding to pentacene and tetracene triplets are observed, 2) the recombination kinetics are faster in the triplet pair than in the corresponding individual triplets (Figure 6d), and 3) the primary decay component observed in transient absorption measurements corresponds to decay of a delayed fluorescence signal, indicating net singlet character. The presence of both correlated triplet pairs and uncorrelated triplets in these compounds explains the multiexponential triplet decay dynamics we have previously reported for BP1 and BP2 compounds. However, in the previous study we were unable to directly differentiate between triplet states because of the symmetric nature of the BPn compounds and the lack of delayed fluorescence. It is striking that despite the highly localized nature of an individual triplet, strong long-range electronic correlations exist in triplet pairs bridged by multiple phenylene spacers. This observation is especially notable in light of our observation that intramolecular triplet transport is not present in these systems, as demonstrated in Figure 5.

We note that the longer tail observed in time-resolved photoluminescence measurements of PT0 results from the small amount of fluorescent impurities (TIPS-pentacene monomer) which exist at a level of < 1%. This impurity is visible only in fluorescence measurements because of the high sensitivity of this technique and the long lifetime of the impurity relative to the triplet pair recombination. These signals are similar to what has also been reported in dipentacene compounds. Impurity signals are not directly visible in PT1 and PT2 because of the longer-lived delayed fluorescence signal.
Analysis of Triplet Pair Recombination Processes

The time evolution of the photoexcited singlet and correlated triplet pair populations are summarized in the diagram in Figure 7a, and marked with their corresponding rate constants. Here we use a dark state (*D*) to represent correlated triplet pairs that have decayed either non-radiatively back to the ground state or relaxed into uncorrelated triplets. As such, in our model \(S_0\) is a modified ground state that represents only species that have decayed radiatively from the singlet. This representation allows the overall process to be modeled using a set of coupled differential equations, which were solved numerically to determine the triplet-triplet annihilation rate constant \(k_{TTA}\) (details in SI). For example, the equation governing the evolution of the correlated triplet pair is:

\[
\frac{d [^1(TT)]}{dt} = k_{iSF}[S_1] - k_{TTA}[^1(TT)] - k_D[^1(TT)]
\]

The iSF rate constant \(k_{iSF}\) and overall triplet pair population dynamics \([^1(TT)]\) were directly determined via global analysis of transient absorption measurements. The radiative decay constant \(k_R\) from the \(S_{1}\) state was assumed to be identical to monomeric TIPS-pentacene based on previous measurements of pentacene-anthracene heterodimers.\(^{43}\) In our full model, we have included the effects of a small impurity contribution (at a level of 0.7%) that is observable in photoluminescence measurements (details in SI).

The triplet-triplet annihilation rate constant \(k_{TTA}\) is uniquely determined when our solution reproduces the experimental fluorescence quantum yield, time-resolved decay measurements (proportional to the singlet population as a function of time), and the triplet pair population dynamics. In Figure 7b, the dotted lines are the modeled fluorescence quantum yield values (relative to TIPS-pentacene), determined from \([S_0]\) at \(t = \infty\), for the \(k_{TTA}\) values are listed in Table 1. Similarly, the modeled populations of the singlet state (including the impurity contribution) as a function of time are plotted as the solid lines in Figure 7c. With additional spacer length, triplet-triplet annihilation slows down with a similar scaling behavior as the singlet fission rate constants in these compounds.

The rate constants representing direct decay from the triplet pair \(k_D\) were similarly determined from fitting. In BPn compounds, where no TTA is possible, the triplet pair decay constant is identical to \(k_D\). However, in PTn, triplet-triplet annihilation and subsequent radiative decay
modifies the overall triplet pair decay rate, such that it deviates from $k_D$. In PT1 and PT2, the presence of TTA shortens the overall triplet pair lifetime since decay from the singlet manifold via delayed fluorescence is a viable relaxation channel. Interestingly, the opposite effect is seen in PT0. Since in this system, the singlet lifetime is longer than $k_D$, interconversion between the singlet and triplet manifolds extends the total lifetime of the triplet pair state. Because the excited singlet is longer lived than the triplet pair, this equilibration actually increases the overall triplet pair lifetime by ~6% relative to the rate of $k_D$. These data are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Time constants for iSF, triplet-triplet annihilation, triplet pair lifetime, and direct triplet pair relaxation for the bipentacene (BPn) series as well as heterodimers (PTn) reported here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$1/k_{iSF}$ (ps)</th>
<th>$1/k_{TTA}$ (ps)</th>
<th>$\tau_{(TT)}$ (ns)</th>
<th>$1/k_D$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT0</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT2</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>9300</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP2</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While PT1 and PT2 have similar triplet pair lifetimes (36 vs. 45 ns), PT2 forms a significantly larger number of uncorrelated triplets. Based on the amplitude of the long
tial of the transient absorption triplet signal in Figure 6d, we determine that approximately 25% of triplet pairs in PT2 form uncorrelated triplets compared to only ~5% in PT1. A related phenomenon is the greater similarity of the triplet pair lifetime between PT1 and PT2 as compared to BP1 and BP2. Based on the energy gap law, the more energetic triplet pair states in PTn should have slower non-radiative decay relative to the BPn series. While the energy gap law justifies a 3.88 times longer PT1 lifetime relative to BPO, PT1 has only a 2.44 times longer lifetime than BP1, and PT2 has a 5.4 times shorter lifetime than BP2. This effect is not well captured in our model since our analysis indicates that the overall triplet pair lifetime is only weakly sensitive to k_{STA} until k_{SA} becomes comparable to k_{R}. As such, the enhanced delayed fluorescence observed in PT2 does not appear to be primarily responsible for the shorter than expected triplet pair lifetime. This deviation from the energy gap law is notable and not fully accounted for by the accelerated relaxation into uncorrelated triplets.

CONCLUSIONS

We have synthesized a series of phenylene-spaced pentacene-tetracene heterodimers. These compounds undergo iSF, as demonstrated by ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy, triplet photosensitization experiments and time-resolved PL spectroscopy. The spectral differentiation of the pentacene and tetracene ground state absorption allows us to track the spatial dynamics of the exciton population in time. In particular, the impulsive appearance of tetracene-associated features when selectively exciting low energy pentacene-associated absorption features shows that a delocalized singlet exciton is the primary product of photoexcitation. However, we find that the extent of delocalization in these asymmetric dimers is dependent on the bridge length. As the delocalization becomes minimal in the longest bridged compound, the rate of singlet fission slows considerably, suggesting delocalization is important for promoting fast and efficient singlet fission. Furthermore, we find that the primary product of intramolecular singlet fission is a correlated triplet pair (multie exciton state). This state exhibits delayed fluorescence because it is correlated into an overall singlet. Because they primarily decay via a correlated process, the tetracene and pentacene triplets decay at the same rate. However, at long times, a triplet signal remains which does not correspond to a delayed fluorescence signal. This observation allows us to identify a process in which correlated triplet pairs relax into a state which is not correlated into a singlet. Overall, the novel heterodimer platform enables detailed insights into exciton correlations during singlet fission, which are not accessible with other systems.
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